
PRIMTALENT Round 2 

    Vocabulary List                                                                            Class: 6 

S No. Vocabulary Meaning 

1 abacus frame with balls for calculating        

2 abate to lessen to subside         

3 abdication giving up control authority         
4 abhor to hate to detest         

5 abide be faithful to endure         
6 abrogate repeal or annul by authority        

7 abscond to go away suddenly (to avoid arrest)      

8 abstruse difficult to comprehend obscure         
9 abut border on           

10 abysmal bottomless extreme           
11 acclaimed welcomed with shouts and approval        

12 accolade praise approval           
13 accretion the growing of separate things into one      

14 adamant kind of stone inflexible         

15 adorn add beauty decorate          
16 adulteration making unpure poorer in quality        

17 affable polite and friendly        
18 aggravate make worse irritate          

19 agile active quick-moving           

20 ail trouble be ill          
21 alacrity eager and cheerful readiness         

22 alcove recess/partially enclosed place        
23 alleviate make (pain) easier to bear        

24 alloy to debase by mixing with something inferior      
25 aloof reserved indifferent           

26 amalgamate mix combine unite societies         

27 ambiguous doubtful uncertain           
28 ameliorate improve make better          

29 amortize end (a debt) by setting aside money      
30 anguish severe suffering         

31 animosity strong dislike           

32 antidote medicine used against a poison or a disease     
33 antithetical direct opposing           

34 aplomb self-confidence            
35 apotheosis deification glorification to godliness         

36 appease make quiet or calm         



37 apprehensive grasping understanding fear unhappy feeling about 
future      

38 arabesque a complex ornate design         

39 arboreal of connected with trees         

40 ardor enthusiasm            
41 arduous steep difficult ascent laborious         

42 arrogance proud superior manner of behaviour        
43 articulate speak distinctly connect by joints        

44 ascend go or come up         

45 aseptic surgically clean         
46 asperity roughness harshness ill temper irritability        

47 aspersion slander            
48 assuage make smth (pain desire) less        

49 astringent substance that shrinks          
50 atonement repayment death of Jesus         

51 attune bring into harmony        

52 audacious daring foolishly bold impudent         
53 auspicious favorable successful prosperous          

54 auxiliary helping supporting           
55 aversion strong dislike           

56 avid eager greedy           

57 avow admit. Declare openly          
58 baleful harmful ominous causing evil         

59 balk obstacle purposely to get on the way of     
60 baneful causing harm or ruin pernicious destructive       

61 barren not good enough unable to have young ones without 
value   

62 bask in enjoy warmth and light        
63 belabor beat hard         

64 belligerent (person nation) waging war         

65 benefactor person who has given help        
66 benevolence wish or activity in doing good       

67 bereft rob or dispossess of smth (material)       
68 bewilder puzzle confuse           

69 bigot stubborn narrow-minded person          

70 bilge bulge the protuberance of a cask       
71 blatant noisy and rough          

72 blithe cheerful casual carefree          
73 boisterous loud noisy rough lacking restraint        

74 brass yellow metal (mixing copper and zinc)       



75 brazen made of brass          

76 breach opening broken place breaking         

77 brittle easily broken           
78 brook to tolerate endure          

79 buoyant able to float light-hearted         
80 burgeon grow forth send out buds        

81 burnish to polish rub to a shine       

82 cajole use flattery or deceit to persuade     
83 candid frank straight-forward           

84 cant insincere talk/jargon         
85 castigate to chastise correct by punishing        

86 catalyst substance that causes speeding up        
87 censure expression of blame or disapproval a rebuke      

88 centurion leader of a unit of 100 soldiers      

89 chastened corrected punished           
90 chisel steel tool for shaping materials        

91 churl bad-tempered person           
92 clamor shout complain with a lot of noise      

93 clientele customers          

94 cling to resist separation          
95 clot half-solid lump formed from liquid        

96 coagulation change to a thick and solid state    
97 coax get smb to do smth by kindness      

98 coerce compel to force to make obedient       
99 cognizant being fully aware of         

100 collusion secret agreement for a deceitful purpose       

101 combustion process of burning          
102 commemorate keep the memory of         

103 commuter person who travels regularly         
104 conceal hide keep secret          

105 conceit over-high opinion of too much pride       

106 concord agreement or harmony          
107 condone forgive            

108 conjoin to join together          
109 connotation suggestion in addition to         

110 console give comfort or sympathy to        
111 constrain compel          

112 consume get to the end of        

113 contemn to scorn or despise         
114 conviction convincing firm belief          



115 cordial warm and sincere          

116 corporeal physical of or for the body       

117 correlate have a mutual relation         
118 countenance to favor or approve of        

119 counterfeit forgery            
120 covert disguised            

121 coy shy/modest (esp of a girl)      

122 craven cowardly            
123 crease line made by crushing white line on the ground in 

cricket  
124 credulous ready to believe things         

125 cryptic secret with a hidden meaning        
126 cumbersome burdensome heavy and awkward to carry       

127 curriculum course of study          
128 curtail make shorter then was planned        

129 dainty pretty/delicate(food)/difficult to please        

130 daunt intimidate make fearful          
131 debacle a breakup overthrow sudden disaster        

132 decorum propriety properness           
133 decree order given by authority         

134 decry disapprove of           

135 deferential showing respect           
136 demur to hesitate raise objections         

137 deplete use until none remains         
138 deposition dethronement depositing           

139 deprave make morally bad corrupt         
140 deprecate protest against express disapproval of        

141 derision ridicule mockery deriding          

142 derogatory insulting tending to damage         
143 deter discourage hinder           

144 deviance being different in moral standards (from normal)      
145 dexterity skill (esp. in handling)         

146 diatribe bitter and violent attack in words       

147 dilate speak comprehensively become wider large        
148 disallow refuse to allow or accept as a correct     

149 discern see with an effort but clearly       
150 discountenance refuse to approve of         

151 discredit refuse to believe          
152 discreet careful/prudent          

153 disdain look on with contempt         



154 disingenuous sophisticated artful trying to deceive cunning       

155 dislodge move force from the place occupied       

156 dismal sad gloomy miserable          
157 disproof proof to the contrary       

158 dissolution disintegration looseness in morals         
159 divergence getting farther apart from a point       

160 dogmatic positive certain arbitrary without room for discussion      

161 dormant in a state of inactivity but awaiting development     
162 drawl slow way of speaking       

163 duplicity deliberate deception           
164 dwarf person or smb much below the usual size     

165 dynamo a generator something that produces electric current      
166 earthenware dishes made of baked clay        

167 edacious voracious devouring           

168 edible fit to be eaten/not poisonous      
169 efficacy production of a desired result        

170 egress way out exit          
171 elaborate worked out with much care in great detail     

172 elegy a lament a melancholy composition        

173 elicit draw out           
174 eloquence fluent speaking skillful use of language       

175 embellish make beautiful           
176 embezzle use in a wrong way for one's own benefit    

177 encapsulate enclose in capsule          
178 encumbrance burden things that get on the way of     

179 endemic epidemic            

180 enduring lasting            
181 engender cause produce give rise to        

182 engrave impress deeply           
183 engulf swallow up           

184 enmity hatred being an enemy         

185 ensign flag/badge          
186 enthral please greatly/enslave (fig)        

187 entice tempt or persuade        
188 entreat ask earnestly           

189 enunciate pronounce (words)/express a theory       
190 epitome brief summary representative example a typical 

model      
191 equilibrium state of being balanced         

192 equivocal having a double or doubtful meaning suspicious      



193 eradicate get rid of pull up by the roots     

194 eulogy formal praise panegyric          

195 evoke call up bring out         
196 exorbitant much too high or great        

197 extempore without previous thought or preparation      
198 extinct no longer active          

199 extrovert cheerful person           

200 exuberance state of growing vigorously being full of life     
201 facetious humorous funny jocular          

202 facile easily done           
203 fawn young deer try to win smb's favor      

204 feckless lacking purpose or vitality ineffective careless       
205 ferment substance become excited          

206 ferret discover by searching search         

207 fervor warmth of feelings earnestness         
208 fetter to shackle put in chains        

209 feud bitter quarrel over a long period of time     
210 fidelity loyalty accuracy           

211 fidget move restlessly make nervous         

212 fission splitting or division (esp. of cells)       
213 flamboyant brightly colored florid          

214 flaunting show off complacently          
215 fledged able to fly trained experienced        

216 fleet number of ships quick-moving         
217 flop fail/move/fall clumsily         

218 fluke lucky stroke         

219 fluster make nervous or confused         
220 foible defect of character (a person is wrongly proud)     

221 foil prevent from carrying out contrast        
222 foolproof incapable of failure or error      

223 forbear refrain from be patient ancestor        

224 forfeit suffer the loss of smth        
225 foster nurture care for          

226 fragile easily injured broken or destroyed        
227 fragrant sweet-smelling            

228 frantic wildly excited with joy pain anxiety       
229 frenetic frantic frenzied           

230 fret worry irritation wear away         

231 fringe edge ornamental border part of hair over the 
forehead    



232 froward intractable not willing to yield or comply stubborn     

233 garble make unfair selection from facts      

234 garment article of clothing          
235 garner to gather and save to store up      

236 garrulous too talkative           
237 gist the point general sense         

238 glean gather facts in small quantities        

239 glib ready and smooth but not sincere       
240 glimmer weak/unsteady light         

241 gloat over look at with selfish delight       
242 gorge eat greedily/narrow opening with a stream     

243 gossamer soft light delicate material         
244 grave serious requiring consideration          

245 gregarious living in societies liking the company       

246 grovel crawl humble oneself          
247 gush burst out suddenly/talk ardently       

248 gust outburst of feeling sudden rain wind fire etc.     
249 hack cut roughly hired horse         

250 harbinger smth or smb that foretells the coming of     

251 heed attention/give notice to        
252 heinous odious (of crime)          

253 heterogeneous made up of different kinds        
254 highbrow (person) with superior tastes       

255 hollow not soled with hole         
256 hospitable liking to give hospitality         

257 hush make or become silent       

258 husk worthless outside part of anything        
259 hypocrisy falsely making oneself appear to be good      

260 ignoble dishonorable common undignified          
261 ignominious shameful dishonorable undignified disgraceful         

262 illicit unlawful forbidden           

263 immaculate pure faultless           
264 imminent likely to come or happen soon       

265 immutable that cannot be changed         
266 impassive unmoved feeling no sign of passion       

267 impediment smth that hinders (e.g. stammer)        
268 imperative urgent essential           

269 imperious commanding haughty arrogant          

270 impermeable that cannot be permeated         
271 impromptu without preparation           



272 impudent rash indiscreet           

273 inadvertent not paying proper attention         

274 incense make angry           
275 inclined directing the mind in a certain direction      

276 incorrigibility cannot be cured or corrected        
277 incredulous skeptical unwilling to believe         

278 inculcate fix firmly by repetition         

279 indistinct not easily heard seen clearly marked       
280 indulge gratify give way to satisfy allow oneself      

281 indulgent inclined to indulge          
282 ineffable to great to be described in words      

283 infuriate fill with fury or rage        
284 infuse put pour fill          

285 inimical harmful or friendly          

286 innocuous causing no harm          
287 inscrutable incapable of being discovered or understood       

288 insensible unconscious unresponsive unaffected          
289 insinuate suggest unpleasantly make a way for smth gently     

290 jabber talk excitedly utter rapidly         

291 jibe gibe make fun of         
292 jocular meant as a joke         

293 judicious sound in judgment wise         
294 knit draw together unite firmly         

295 lachrymose causing tears tearful          
296 lackluster (of eyes) dull          

297 lament show feel great sorrow         

298 latent present but not yet active developed or visible     
299 lavish giving or producing freely liberally or generously      

300 legacy smth handed down from ancestors        
301 levity lack of seriousness        

302 liberality free giving generosity          

303 lionize treat as a famous person      
304 lithe bending twisting           

305 lope move along with long strides      
306 loquacious talkative garrulous           

307 lumber move in a clumsy/noisy way      
308 malapropism misuse of a word (for one that resembles it)    

309 malign injurious speak ill of smb tell lie      

310 massacre cruel killing of a large number of people     
311 maverick rebel nonconformist           



312 mesmerize hypnotize            

313 meticulous giving great attention to details        

314 mettle quality of endurance or courage        
315 mince pronounce or speak affectedly euphemize        

316 misanthrope person who hates mankind         
317 miser person who loves wealth and spends little      

318 morbid diseased unhealthy (e.g.. about ideas)        

319 mundane worldly as opposed to spiritual commonplace 
everyday      

320 nadir lowest weakest point          
321 negligent taking too little care         

322 nexus a connection tie or link        
323 nibble show some inclination to accept (an offer)      

324 noxious harmful            
325 nugatory trifling/worthless          

326 obdurate hardened and unrepenting stubborn inflexible        

327 oblivious unaware having no memory         
328 obtain to be established accepted or customary       

329 obviate to make unnecessary get rid of       
330 odious repulsive hateful           

331 odium contempt dislike aversion          

332 odor smell favor reputation          
333 ostensible seeming appearing as such professed        

334 ostentation display to obtain admiration or envy       
335 ostracism shut out from society refuse to meet talk     

336 overhaul examine thoroughly to learn about the condition      
337 palate roof of the mouth sense of taste      

338 palpitate tremble beat rapidly and irregularly        

339 panegyric formal praise eulogy          
340 paradigm a model example or pattern        

341 parenthesis sentence within another one smth separated       
342 pariah an outcast a rejected and despised person      

343 parsimonious too economical miserly          

344 partisan one-sided committed to a party biased or prejudiced     
345 patron regular customer person who gives support       

346 pedantic bookish showing off learning         
347 pellucid transparent easy to understand         

348 penitent feeling or showing regret         
349 penurious poor/stingy          

350 peregrination traveling about wandering          



351 perish be destroyed decay          

352 perjury willful FALSE statement unlawful act        

353 personable pleasing in appearance attractive         
354 phlegmatic calm sluggish temperament unemotional         

355 picaresque involving clever rogues or adventurers        
356 pied of mixed colors          

357 pious dutiful to parents devoted to religion       

358 pitfall covered hole as a trap unsuspected danger      
359 pith essential part force soft liquid substance       

360 plaque flat metal on a wall as a memorial     
361 plod continue doing smth without resting        

362 plumb get to the root of        
363 presage warning sign           

364 presumption arrogance          

365 preternatural not normal or usual         
366 prevalent common            

367 prodigal wasteful reckless with money         
368 propagation increasing the number spreading extending        

369 propinquity nearness in time or place affinity of nature     

370 propitiatory conciliatory appeasing mitigating          
371 provisional of the present time only        

372 provoke make angry vax          
373 prudence careful forethought           

374 pucker wrinkle          
375 pugnacious fond of in the habit of fighting      

376 puissance strength          

377 purvey provide supply           
378 pusillanimous cowardly craven           

379 putrefaction becoming rotten         
380 quail lose courage turn frightened         

381 qualm feeling of doubt temporary feeling of sickness      

382 quandary state of doubt or perplexity      
383 quell suppress subdue           

384 quibble try to avoid by sophistication        
385 quiescence state of being passive/motionless       

386 quotidian banal everyday           
387 rabble mob crowd the lower classes of populace      

388 ramify to be divided or subdivided to branch out     

389 rant use extravagant language          
390 rarefy to make thin to make less dense to purify or refine  



391 rave act with excessive enthusiasm       

392 reactionary opposing progress           

393 recast cast or fashion anew         
394 reciprocity granting of privileges in return for similar      

395 recluse person who lives alone and avoids people      
396 recompense make payment to reward punish        

397 reconcile settle a quarrel restore peace        

398 recondite little known abstruse          
399 recreancy cowardice a cowardly giving up        

400 redeem get back by payment compensate        
401 refine make or become pure cultural        

402 refractory stubborn unmanageable untractable          
403 rejuvenation becoming young in nature or appearance       

404 renovate restore smth to better condition        

405 renowned celebrated famous           
406 repast meal            

407 repel refuse to accept/cause dislike       
408 repine at be discontented with         

409 reproach scold upbraid           

410 repulsive causing a feeling of disgust        
411 resort to frequently visit          

412 reverent feeling or showing deep respect      
413 riddle puzzling person or thing       

414 ruffian violent cruel man          
415 salacious obscene            

416 sanction approval (by authority) penalty         

417 sanguine cheerful confident optimistic          
418 sermon reproving a person for his faults     

419 servile like a slave lacking independence        
420 sheath cover for the blade of a weapon or a tool   

421 shun keep away from, avoid         

422 simper (give a) silly/self-conscious smile       
423 sinuous winding undulating serpentine          

424 skiff small boat           
425 skit short piece of humorous writing        

426 smolder burn slowly without flame       
427 snare trap          

428 snub treat with contempt        

429 soar rise fly high          
430 sober self-controlled            



431 sobriety quality or condition of being sober       

432 soggy heavy with water          

433 sophisticated complex subtle refined          
434 sophistry fallacious reasoning faulty logic         

435 spear weapon with a metal point on a long shaft    
436 specious illogical of questionable truth or merit       

437 sponge porous rubber for washing live at once expense     

438 spurn have nothing to do reject or refuse      
439 squander spend wastefully           

440 squat crouch/settle without permission        
441 stingy spending using unwillingly          

442 stipple paint with dots        
443 stipulate state or put forward as a necessary condition     

444 suffice be enough           

445 suffocate cause or have difficulty in breathing     
446 sullied to be stained or discredited        

447 summarily briefly without delay          
448 supplicate make a humble petition to        

449 suppress prevent from being known put an end to     

450 surcharge additional load/charge         
451 sycophant person who flatter to the rich and powerful     

452 synopsis summary or outline          
453 tamper interfere with           

454 tangential suddenly changeable           
455 tarnished lost brightness           

456 tassel bunch of threads        

457 taunt contemptuous reproach hurtful remark         
458 tenacity firmness persistency adhesiveness tending to hang on      

459 thrift care economy thriving prosperous         
460 thwart obstruct/frustrate          

461 timorous fearful timid afraid          

462 toady obsequious flatterer         
463 tonic smth giving strength or energy        

464 topple be unsteady and overturn         
465 torpid sleeping sluggish lethargic dormant         

466 trickle flow in drops        
467 trifling unimportant            

468 trite not new           

469 turbid muddy having the sediment stirred up       
470 turbulence being uncontrolled violent          



471 turquoise greenish-blue precious stone        

472 umbrage offense resentment           

473 uncouth rough awkward           
474 underbid make a lower bid then smb else      

475 undermine weaken gradually at the base make smth under     
476 unearth discover and bring to light      

477 vacillation being uncertain hesitating          

478 valiant brave            
479 veneration regard with deep respect         

480 veracity truth            
481 verdant fresh and green        

482 verisimilitude appearing TRUE or real         
483 veritable real rightly named          

484 vigilant member of a vigilance committee        

485 vigorous strong energetic           
486 vindictive having a desire to revenge        

487 volatile changeable inconstant fickle unstable explosive        
488 volubility fluency verbosity easy use of spoken language      

489 waffle talk vaguely and without much result     

490 warmonger person who stirs up war        
491 warrant authority written order guarantee         

492 wean to turn away (from a habit)     
493 weigh measure hoe heavy smth is        

494 welter turmoil a bewildering jumble         
495 wend to go proceed          

496 whimsical full of odd and fanciful ideas       

497 wince show bodily or mental pain        
498 woo try to win          

499 writ written order         
500 yarn tale story fibers for knitting        

 


